ABSTRACT. We survey the construction of the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) on the twosphere. Then we discuss the discretization of the spherical CWT, obtaining various types of discrete frames. Finally, we give some indications on the construction of a CWT on other conic sections.
Introduction
Many situations in physics, astronomy and medicine yield data on spherical manifolds. Also, some data may live on a two-sheeted hyperboloid, in cosmology, for instance, (an open expanding model of the universe). In optics also, in the catadioptric image processing, where a sensor overlooks a mirror with the shape of a hyperboloid or a paraboloid. So one needs a suitable analysis tool for data living on a non-Euclidean manifold. This suggests to adapt the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to the three manifolds above. In addition, all three constitute the so-called conic sections, generated by intersecting a double cone by a plane. Thus one may also try to design a unified CWT formalism for all conic sections at once.
In this article, we shall review the construction of the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) on the two-sphere, both by the group-theoretical approach and the geometrical method based on conformal invariance. Next, we briefly discuss the discretization of this spherical CWT, leading to various types of frames, first half-continuous ones (only the scale is discretized), then fully discrete ones. Finally, we give some brief indications on the construction of a CWT on the other conic sections.
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The CWT on the Two-Sphere
Let us begin with the two-sphere S 2 . Fourier analysis on S 2 is standard, but cumbersome, since it amounts to work with expansions in spherical harmonics. While the latter constitute an orthonormal basis of L 2 (S 2 ), they are not localized at all on the sphere, so that Fourier analysis is global. Actually, there are specific combinations of spherical harmonics which are well localized, the so-called spherical harmonics kernels [27] , but then one loses the simplicity of an orthonormal basis.
Thus it is not surprising that alternative solutions have been proposed by several authors. We may quote, for instance, Gabor analysis on the tangent bundle [34]; frequential wavelets, based on spherical harmonics [16] ; or diffusion methods with a heat equation [10] . Discrete wavelets on the sphere have also been designed, using an S 2 multiresolution analysis. For instance, Haar wavelets on a triangulation of S 2 and refined with the lifting scheme [32] ; C 1 wavelets constructed by a factorization of the refinement matrices [35] ; or wavelets obtained by radial projection from a polyhedron inscribed in the sphere (typically locally supported spline wavelets on spherical triangulations) [29, 30] . References to the (vast) literature on discrete spherical wavelets may be found in [29, 35] for earlier work and in [21] for recent work.
However, various problems plague those constructions, such as an inadequate notion of dilation, the lack of wavelet localization, the excessive rigidity of the wavelets obtained, the lack of directionality, etc. In this respect, the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) has many advantages: Locality is controlled by dilation, the wavelets are easily transported around the sphere by rotations from SO(3), efficient algorithms are available. Holschneider [19] was the first to build a genuine spherical CWT, but his construction involves several assumptions and lacks a geometrical feeling. In particular, it contains a parameter that has to be interpreted as a dilation parameter, but whose geometrical meaning is unclear. A satisfactory solution was obtained in a series of articles from our groups [1, 2, 3, 9] that yield a rigorous and efficient spherical CWT. A further simplification was obtained later by invoking conformal arguments [36] . Of course, in practice, the usual two-dimensional CWT in the plane is discretized and replaced with suitable discrete frames. Thus, to complete the picture, one needs to design discrete spherical wavelet frames as well, and this was indeed realized in [9] .
This section is devoted to a rapid survey of the works mentioned above. For 2-D wavelets in general, we refer to our recent monograph [4] . For the convenience of the reader, we have collected in an Appendix some basic notions of group theory that are used in the text.
The Spherical CWT: Heuristics
As we have learned from the previous cases, the design of a CWT on a given manifold X starts by identifying the operations one wants to perform on the finite energy signals living on X, that is, functions in L 2 (X, dν), where ν is a suitable measure on X. Next one realizes these operations by unitary operators on L 2 (X, dν) and one looks for a possible group-theoretical derivation.
In the case of the two-sphere S 2 , the required transformations are of two types: (i) Motions, which are realized by rotations ∈ SO(3), and (ii) dilations of some sort by a scale factor a ∈ R * + . The problem is how to define properly the dilation on the sphere S 2 . A possible solution is to use a (radial) stereographic dilation on S 2 , which is obtained in three steps (Figure 1 ): (i) Given a point A ∈ S 2 , different from the South Pole S, project
